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Africa Shelter Forum 6-7th September 2022 
This session will explore the current regional challenges to strengthen local leadership and decision making in 

humanitarian response within the sector. The session invites national participants to identify challenges and 

opportunities to strengthen capacities in the region. The information will be used to develop a roadmap for 

the sector that is rooted in local perspectives. The second part will continue on Day 2 with further exercises 

and discussions. 

 

Session Objectives: To introduce ‘Localisation’ to the audience - presenting what research has shown thus 

far and inviting reflections from the audience to understand current regional challenges and opportunities 

to strengthen local leadership and decision-making in humanitarian response. 

 

 

- 

- 

- 

- 

5 mins Introduction 

30 mins Panel presentation 

10 mins Menti poll 

15 mins Discussion and wrap-up/intro to session 2 

 

Using PowerPoint slides, briefly introduce InterAction Local Leadership in Humanitarian Response initiative, 

outline what has already occurred and how the session will contribute to the ongoing research 

 
SLIDE 1: Defining Localisation 

 

 

SLIDE 2: What do we mean by a local actor? 

 

 

 



SLIDE 3: Local Leadership in Humanitarian Response initiative 

 

 

 

 

10 mins x 3 speakers from a diverse range of organisations – one local, one international, one Red Cross. 

Define a set of questions to inspire reflections on localization from the perspective of each organisation. 

 
Possible questions to inspire the presentations: 

 
ORGANISATION 1 - Local NGO: Could you provide an example of a successful program that you have 

implemented? Why was it successful? And what, if any, could have been the advantages and disadvantages 

had the response not been truly locally-led? 

 

ORGANISATION 2 - UNHCR: As a large organisation with access to a large amount of international funding, 

please describe a successful partnership with a local partner? Why do you consider it successful? What was 

the added value of working through this approach? How much do you consider the local actor was truly 

able to lead in decision-making in the project and what was put in place to allow a more participatory and 

inclusive partnership? What could have been better? 

 

ORGANISATION 3 - Senegalese Red Cross - As a local organisation affiliated in an international network, we 

understand that you have been implementing a range of projects - some truly locally-led, and others PNS or 

IFRC managed. Could you share some insights into the advantages and disadvantages of working within 

these two approaches? What learnings and recommendations could you share so as to make humanitarian 

responses as local as possible and as international as necessary? 

 

Use online interactive polls to stimulate interaction from audience as well as understand who is contributing 

and what their concerns are. 

Link: https://www.menti.com/m1fyjzdigs 

 

Understanding the audience: 

 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

https://www.menti.com/m1fyjzdigs


Unpacking the topic: 

 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Leave the last menti question on the screen and use as the basis for further discussion, if something 

interesting comes up. Think of some specific questions as a back-up to understand what the audience thinks 

and help them expand on their menti answers. Seek out examples of where it (i.e. local leadership or 

decision-making, good partnership or capacity building) has worked well. 
 

Introduce questions for the next day… Ask them to think about examples they can bring from their 

experience that either show how there is capacity but it is overlooked, or where there was a capacity gap. 

Examples of where partnership worked well, what enabled that? Think about what a locally led response 

looks like and what the outcomes are and for whom. How would a response operate if the barriers that 

currently exist didn’t? Who would be making the decisions? What difference would this make? - All just 

food for thought that you can mull over and come prepared to contribute tomorrow.



 

- 

- 

- 

 

10 mins Introduction and overview of session 

15 mins Actor mapping 

20 mins Group discussion 

10 mins Feedback to Plenary 

5 mins Summary/close 

 

Recap of key points from Session 1 and overview of this session 

Introduce and explain Actor Mapping exercise 

 

Break the room 5-6 smaller groups around tables. Using post-it notes already on the tables: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

After 15 mins gather up the flip chart pages and analyse while the discussion groups are happening 

 

Introduce as a ‘visioning’ exercise where we are asking them to illustrate what a locally-led response looks 

like. Participants should ‘draw’ in whatever way they feel comfortable (diagram, linked circles, varying sizes, 

cartoon, story) wherever possible referring to real examples. Give an example of what that can mean - 

painting a picture with words, word cloud, diagram, venn, cartoon, narrative etc 

 

Overarching question: what does a locally-led response look like?  
 

What are the capacity constraints that make it more difficult to enable more locally-led humanitarian 

action? What needs to be in place for all stakeholders in terms of capacity exchange? If international 

agencies have been fundraising for capacity strengthening for decades so and there is still what seems to be 

identified as a capacity deficit, what needs to change? 

This topic might also touch of funding constraints. 



Can you provide examples of successful partnership with a local partner? Why do you consider it 

successful? What was the added value of working through this approach? How much do you consider the 

local actor was truly able to lead in decision-making in the project and what was put in place to allow a 

more participatory and inclusive partnership? What could have been better? 

 

Who is at the table? Who makes the decisions? What are the roles? What learnings and recommendations 

could you share so as to make humanitarian responses as local as possible and as international as 

necessary? 

 

What makes something locally led? What will it achieve/what are the outcomes? For whom? Could you 

provide an example of a successful program? Who was involved? Why was it successful? What were the 

advantages or disadvantages of the response being locally-led? 

 

Each table provides a quick two-minute summary of key points discussed or two examples/locations where an 

aspect of their discussion was displayed? 

 

Summarize any keys points, thank participants for their contributions and reiterate call for further 

contributions to the research if they are/have links with local organisations. 
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Session Objectives

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

The session will explore the current regional challenges to strengthen local  
leadership and decision making in humanitarian response within the sector.

Weaim tohave participants to identify challenges and 
opportunities to strengthen capacities in the region. The information

will be used to develop a roadmap for the sector that is rooted in local 
perspectives.



What do we mean by Localisation or Locally-Led ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

•The “internationalhumanitarian system” has long been criticized for excluding groups 
from countries experiencing humanitarian crises, known as “local actors.”“Localization” 
is a loosely defined agenda meant to correct that exclusion.

•The localization agenda gained significant traction during the 2016 World 
Humanitarian Summit, particularly through Grand Bargain commitments.

•The localization agenda is generally framed as focusing on increasing local actors’ 
accessto international humanitarian funding, partnerships, coordination spaces,
and capacity building

•Recently, there has also been increased attention to local leadership and 
influence in policy spaces.

Defining Localisation ?

• There are different definitionsof localization and a lackof consensuson
what it means in practice - has always served as an umbrella term for nearly any kind of 
humanitarian reform involving local actors.

• Many actors do not like the term localization, or the term has little to no
meaning for them. Is it about making international systemsmoreinclusive orrequiresa 
fundamental transformation to adapt to local diversities?

•This lack of consensus presents challenges for operationalizing the agenda 
and holding certain groupsaccountable.

•Someactors believe localization should have different definitions depending 
onthecontextand that discussionabout localization shouldnotget lost in 
semantics.

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

• Grand Bargain:
“Making principled humanitarian action as local as possible and as international as 
necessary” (WHSSecretariat, 2016).

• The Organization for EconomicCooperation and Development (OECD):
“A process of recognizing, respecting and strengthening the leadership by local authorities 
and the capacity of local civil society in humanitarian action, in order to better address the 
needs of affected populations and to prepare national actors for future humanitarian 
responses” (Cyprien Fabre and Manu Gupta, 2017)

• Pacific Island Association of NGOs (PIANGO) and the ARC:
“A processof recognizing, respectingand strengtheningthe independenceof leadership 
and decision making by national actors in humanitarian action, in order to better address 
the needs of affected populations” (Australian Red Cross, 2017).



Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

•Localization is the meaningful engagement of local actors in the whole project cycle, 
from agenda setting to implementation to accountability.”
Researcher froma policy group in the Global South

•Localising aid should be about more than just allocating money to local humanitarian 
responders. Instead, supportinglocal humanitarian respondersshouldlead tochange 
about how crisesare managed, optimising existing partnershipsand strengtheningthe 
voice of affected populations.

• Localisation is about shifting power to local actors

“Arewe localizing internationalassistance, or are we internationalizing local actors?F

Defining ‘Local Actors’ ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

•The term “local” is relative and goes beyond a simple binary definition of 
international/local.

• Not all local groups responding to a crisis identify themselves as “humanitarian.”

•In practice, the use of the word “actor” tends to prioritize governments and formal 
NGOs in theaffected country; this may exclude otherkindsof groups(particularly 
informal ones) that may be more representative of marginalized populations.

•Recognizing, understanding, and engaging intentionally with a diverse set of actors is
important for an equitable approach to localization.

Defining ‘Local Actors’ ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

•The term “local” is relative and goes beyond a simple binary definition of 
international/local.

• Not all local groups responding to a crisis identify themselves as “humanitarian.”

•In practice, the use of the word “actor” tends to prioritize governments and formal 
NGOs in theaffected country; this may exclude otherkindsof groups(particularly 
informal ones) that may be more representative of marginalized populations.

•Recognizing, understanding, and engaging intentionally with a diverse set of actors is
important for an equitable approach to localization.



Who do we mean by ‘Local Actors’ ?

“Local Actors” besidesLocal Government and Formal L/NNGOs  
(non-exhaustive list of Examples)

• Grassroots groups, community-based organizations, and informal associations
• Cooperatives, livelihoods groups, professional associations, and trade unions
• Faith communities and religious institutions
• Private sector
• Journalists and media organizations
• Schoolsand universities
• Formal and informal health actors
• Traditional and customary authorities
• Spontaneousvolunteer groups
• Individuals, social networks, and diasporas based on geography, identity, religion, 

politics, and mutual assistance

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

Who do we mean by ‘Local Actors’ ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

But what about less commonly considered actors, for example ?

• A fully nationally staffed and headed NGO?
• A foreigner who has spent 30 years living in a place?
• The diaspora community? Refugee returnees?
• Refugees themselves (i.e. Rohingya in Bangladesh)?

Who else ?

We need to think about a number of different dynamics and how they relate
to different contexts.A tendency to paint broad brushstrokes does a dis-service 
to a more nuancedreality.

Interaction Research Initiative

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

• InterAction’s Shelter & Settlements (S&S) team is undertaking an initiative

highlighting the importanceof enabling local stakeholderstolead asthedecision-makers 

and implementers during humanitarian response, specifically how this related to or is seen 

in the shelter and settlments sector

•A number of consultations already carried out and pilot survey results presented at Shelte 

Meeting in Geneva. Resultsof the Survey are available here.

• Research Ongoing through-out 2022-23.



Menti Questionnaire

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 8213 3398

or 

https://www.menti.com/m1fyjzdigs

Plenary Discussion

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

• What questionsdo we need to be asking ?

• What are the specific challenges in the S&Ssector?

JOIN USFORSESSION 2 TOMORROW

CONTACT US

Dipti Hingorani

Independent Selter & SettlementsAdvisor

diptihingorani@yahoo.co.uk

Juli King

Program Associate, Shelter

jking@interaction.org
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Session Objectives

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

The session will continue to explore the current regional challenges to 
strengthen local leadership and decisionmaking in humanitarian 

response within the sector.

● Recap from DAY 1

● ACTOR MAPPING Exercise
Explore whoare thedifferent actors involved in humanitarian responsesand 
understand the level of importance vs influence they have in leading a response

● VISIONING Exercise
Explore the key operational areas looking at resources, process and outcomes



Recap from DAY 1

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

• WHAT ISLOCALISATION ?

• WHO ARETHELOCALACTORS ?

• WHAT ARE THEBARRIERS TO MEANINGFUL LOCALISATION OCURRING ?

• WHAT DOESTHEAUDIENCESEEAS THEKEYAREASTO FOCUSON ?

Defining Localisation ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

Who do we mean by ‘Local Actors’ ?

“Local Actors” besidesLocal Government and Formal L/NNGOs  
(non-exhaustive list of Examples)

• Grassroots groups, community-based organizations, and informal associations
• Cooperatives, livelihoods groups, professional associations, and trade unions
• Faith communities and religious institutions
• Private sector
• Journalists and media organizations
• Schoolsand universities
• Formal and informal health actors
• Traditional and customary authorities
• Spontaneousvolunteer groups
• Individuals, social networks, and diasporas based on geography, identity, religion, 

politics, and mutual assistance

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2



Who do we mean by ‘Local Actors’ ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

But what about less commonly considered actors, for example ?

• A fully nationally staffed and headed NGO?
• A foreigner who has spent 30 years living in a place?
• The diaspora community? Refugee returnees?
• Refugees themselves (i.e. Rohingya in Bangladesh)?

Who else ?

We need to think about a number of different dynamics and how they relate
to different contexts.A tendency to paint broad brushstrokes does a dis-service 
to a more nuancedreality.

Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2



Some Common Definitions ?
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Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2



Some Common Definitions ?

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 2

 



Actor Mapping Exercise - 15 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

1.Identify different actors/stakeholders in the response and write each one separately 

on a post-it notes.

2. Use one colour of notes for ‘local’and a different colour for ‘international’

- you can also a 3rd colour for unsure if it isnot clear

3.Placepost-it noteson matrix according to what we consideras stakeholders’ level of 

interest/importanceand influence/power in the two different axes.

4.Draw a line using a marker to where you think they would be on the matrix in a 

locally-led response.

Actor Mapping Exercise - 15 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

Visioning Exercise - 20 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

 Thisvisioning’ exercise is focussed around what what a locally-led response

lookslike or should look like or can looklike.

Weare keen to understand:RESOURCES,PROCESSES& OUTCOMES

 Usea flip-chart paper to ‘draw’ in whatever way you like todescribethequestionyou 

have been provided to look into – the idea is to paint a picture with words, word cloud, 

diagrams eg. Venn diagram, cartoon, narrative etc - you can use linked circles,  

varying sizes, charts or any format you like)

 Wherever possible refer to any real examples



Visioning Exercise - 20 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

Topic1: Capacity (Resources)

What capacity exchange needsto be inplace for meaninful localisation?

What are the capacity constraints that make it more difficult to enable more locally-led 

humanitarian action? Who builds whose capacity and whose capacity matters ?

What needs to be in place for all stakeholders in terms of capacity exchange? If international 

agencieshave beenfundraising for capacity strengtheningfor decadessoand there isstill 

what seemsto be identified as a capacity deficit, what needs to change?

This topic might also touch of funding constraints.

Visioning Exercise - 20 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

Topic2: Partnership (Process):

What doessuccessfulpartnershiplook like?

What does an equitqable and meaninful partnership between a local and international 

actor look like ?Can you refer to examples of successful partnership with a local partner ? 

Why was the partnership consideredsuccessful?Whatwas theadded value of working 

throughthisapproach?How muchdoyou considerall stakeholderswere involved in 

decision-making in theproject and what was put in place to allow a more participatory 

and inclusive partnership?What could have been better?

Visioning Exercise - 20 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

Topic3: Decision-making (Process):

What doeseffective decision-making look like?

Who is at the table? What are the different roles of the different stakeholders ? 

Why if even if you are at the table, is sit difficult to influence decision-making ?

Who makes the decisions? What affects the power dyanamics and how an we have more 

equity and accountability ?Whatlearnings and recommendationscouldyou share from 

Your experience where decision-making was more equitable ?What needs to change ?



Visioning Exercise - 20 mins

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

Topic 4: Locally-led (Outcomes):

What doeslocally-led looklike?

What makes something locally led?And why do we want locally led responses ?

What will it achieve/what are the outcomes? For whom do we want to have locally

led-responses? Could you provide an example of a successful program? Who was involved?

Why was it successful?What was different ?What were the advantages or disadvantages 

of the response being locally-led?

Plenary Discussion

7/8/2022 INTERACTION.ORG 3

• What questionsdo we need to be asking ?

• What are the specific challenges in the S&Ssector?

• How can we move forward to see concrete change?

CONTACT US

Dipti Hingorani

Independent Selter & SettlementsAdvisor

diptihingorani@yahoo.co.uk

Juli King

Program Associate, Shelter

jking@interaction.org


